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\Page 7, (e% (~)): The right sides of the equations for coefficients
L and N should be yreceded by minus signs.

.

– —~> ALL ~e-commrerecrcm allormnary two-
dimenslonal basis. kmular) mea reductions of the order of two to one,
or of higher orders, may occur, mldng it necessary to include the
effect of radial variation in stream-filamentheight and curvature in
the meridional plane in a blade-to-blade solution. It appears feasible
to obtain a more complete analysis of the impeller flow by a reitera-
tive’calculation procedure along two different types of relative flow
surfaces. A description of the two flow surfaces, called S1 (a blMie-
to-blade type of surface) and S2 (a meridional type of surface), and
the equations for calculating the supersonic flow on both kinds of sur-
faces can be found in reference 1.
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2 MICA TN 2992

As a first approximation to the complete flow description, the
stream-filament-thicknessvariation to be used in the calculation of
the S1 surface of revolution maybe determinedly an tisymnetric
solution in the meridional plane. A method for such an axisymnetric
solution is described and workd out in detail with examples in refer-
ence 2. A solution of this type gives the flow variations along the
blade span; however, the blade-to-blade solution must be approximated
from the axisymetric supersonic solution, blade circulation, and con-
tinuity. A total of 160 hours of hand computing is required for
100 grid points in the meridional plane. A solution of the type of ref-
erence 2 is necessary to give the stream-sheet thickness and curvature
for the blade-to-blade (S1 surface) solution considered in this report.
The equations for the solution of the S1 surface of revolution are

presented in reference 3.

The purpose of the subject report is to continue the work of ref-
erence 3 by applying the method to a specific problem in order that the
practicability of the method and the time involved in computing a solu-
tion my be determined. The calculation procedwe used in the applica-
tion of the method is outlined in detail.

Once this blade-to-blade solution is obtained, a finer appro~-
tion to the flow may be obtained by computing the flow on sev=al S2
surfaces and by then repeating the cmnptition on S1 surfaces which

are no longer swfaces of revolution as described in reference 1.

The tip stream,filament of a constant-tip-diametersupersonic
impeller was chosen for illustrating the numerical technique inasmuch
as it was origtnall.yproposed to separate the stream-filament-thickness
effect from the stream-curvature effect. For S1 surfaces of revolu-
tion other than the tip, the calculation time req.dred will be increased
slightly ovm the 1/2 hour per ~id point estimted here, since, for
this case, it is necessary to include stream-filament slope terms. It
is felt that the additional calculating time reqtied will not be
excessive.

For completeness, the equations given in reference 3 have been
derived from a different approach for a fluid with negligible entropy
change and a constant-modified-relativestagnation enthalpy. The equa-
tions are @.ven in finite difference form for the general surface of
revolution, and the computing procedure is detailed for the case where
the surface-of-revolutioncmvature is neglected.
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12hefollowing synibolsaxe

area normal to flow

S-YM60LS

used ti this report:

critical area (at M = 1)

local speed of sound

static enthalpy

coefficients in characteristic equations

constant

orthogonal coordinates on mean surface of revolution

local Mach number

uuit vector normal to surface of revolution

total pressure

static pressure

radial distance from

thickness parameter

absolute velocity

relative velocity

axis of machine (fig. 1)

distance measured along axis of machine (fig.

relative flow angle, tan-l l@/Wz

ratio of specific heats, 1.4

flow angle correction term, equation (B2)

Prandtl singlecorrection term, equation (Bl)

first characteristic family

slope of characteristic curve on mean surface

1)

of revolution

— ——— .—.. ——. .—.
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P

v

P

a

Mach angle, sin-l l/M

Prandtl-Meyer angle

second characteristicfam31y

mass density

slope of mean smface of revolution in meridional plsne,

tsn-1 wr/wz

normal thickness of stream filament of revolution

stresm function

angular velocity of blade

S@scripts:

a

i

z>?

r,z

t

1,2,3

0

+,-

stagaation

inlet

meridimml

components

tip

conditions

.

and circumferential co~onents

in r- and z-directions, respectively

points of characteristicnet

two-dimensional soltiion

characteristic slope of l.stand 2nd characteristics

Superscripts:

* dimensionless values, lengths are normalized by the tip radius
and velocity by the stagnation speed of sound

vector velocity

DEvELoPm OF GENERAL I@WfKSONS

The flow equations for supersonic flow on a general surface of
revolution with variable stream-filamentthickness T=cT(Z) (see fig. 1) -
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can be developed
ticity normal to

from the equation of continuity and the absolute vor-
the surface of revolution.

For steady flow the conttiuity

~(TpW2r)

~+

Ill?the flow is isentropic such

equation becomes:

a(TPW
$

~=o

that

the continuity equation maybe written as:

(1)

(2)

Assuming that the absolute vorticity of the flow field is zero, then

V)( 7 =Vx(fi+fix; )=vxii+ 2G=0 (3)

The equation for the vorticity that involves the velocities w~ and W
T

on the surface of revolution is needed to combine with the continuity
equation. The vorticity normal to the surface of revolution is a func-
tion of these surface velocities. The vorticity normal to the surface of
revolution in vector notation is

This relation,

of reference 4

ii .(VXV+2Z)=0

when expended in terms of W@ and Wz using the method

(p. 210, eq. 9), is ‘

For convenience it is desirable to express the
equations in terms of the relative velocity W

Wl=wcosp

Wq=wsinp

Cf = o (4)

continuity and vorticity
and the flow angle 13:

— ——-- __ —.—— -.—— — .——..—
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Differentiating equations (2) and (4) and substituting the relations
for the velocity components, the following equations result where

a2
h=_

T-1:

(6) !

Applying the method of characteristics to eqpations {5) and (6)
according to reference 5 (pp. 38-45), two families of characteristic .

ltnes are obtained. The two types of characteristic lines will be ‘
denoted by the characteristicparameters q and ~, where q varies
sbng a ~-constant-characteristicline and ~ varies along an ~-
constant-chsracteristic line. The characteristic equations become

where the slope of the q-constant-characteristicline is

A+ r dCp
=—=tm(p+v)

dl

Similarly, slong a ~-constant-characteristicline:

1

[

aw+*-tmV&%8tiU+8hT—. ~+ Sti a Cos f3

Wtivaq av a2 az + T(A+ COS ~-SiIl P)

1 N COS J3-LSill f)

3( A+ Cos p-sti pd~=o

:

+

.(7)

(8)

+

(9)
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and the ~-constant-characteristicline

A-=+f=tsn

- These characteristic lines are shown h

N The coefficients
% (9) are:
m

.

L;=—
.a

J, L, and N O?l

slope is

(P -w)

figure 2.

characteristic

(10)

equations (7) and

()Cos 2PJ=l-—
2

sin 11

(

2 W2 COS2 p
mr+

) 1
sin. +a2*

r

1

(u)

Characteristic equations (7) and (9) are the same as equations (12a)
and (12b) of reference 3 for a flow with untiorm I and negligible entropy
change, where I is the modified-relative stagnation enthalpy definedby

A solution of the flow field is obtained by replacing the character-
istic differential equations with a series of difference equations which
are solved in a step-by-step procedure. Assume two characteristics
emanating from points 1 and 2 and i.ntersect~g at point 3 as shown in
figure 2 where the flow properties are known, one of them, q, with a
slope equal to tan(~+p)1 and the other, ~, having a slope tan(P-v)2.
The coordinates 23, ‘T3 defining point 3 are determined from equa-

tions (8) and (10). ThUS ,

r2(~3~2) = ‘-2(23-22) (k Comt=t) J

(12)

After point 3 is established from equations (12), W3 and !33 ae *ter-

mined from the simultaneous solution of the characteristic equations. In
finite d&ference form, eqyation (7) along ~ and equation (9) &Long ~
are

.—— ._ . . . —— ——.——. —. .——— .—. .—. ——
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A. Sti a COB p

r(~- Cos f3-sin p)
+1 I?cos~-Lsin B

1
(23-21)= o

J (A- COS ~-SiYl ~) ~
(q constant)

(M)

-,

.

A+ Sb a Cos p +~Ncos&Lsin13 1(23-Z-J= O (~ constant)
r(A+ cos P-sin ~) J IA+ COS ~-Sin ~) ~

(14)

For the case where a characteristic intersects a boundary rather than
another characteristic as shown in fi~e 2, only one characteristic
equation is needed, because either W3 or 133 will be bown at the

intersection point. In the case of an inverse problem either the veloc-
ity or blade turning is specified on the blade surface, Wd in a direct
problem the blade angle is known at the point of intersection.

The computational procedwe to determine the properties and loca-
tion of petit 3 involves an iteration process. The initial solution at
petit 3 is determined with the coefficients of (Q3~,2) , (23-21,2)~

(W3-WI,2)~ @ (P3-~1,2) based on the values at points 1 and 2. In
succee&Lng appro-tions to the values at 3,.the coefficientsbased on
the prece&Lng values at point 3 are determined and averaged with the
coefficients at 1 and 2, so that after the first approximation to 3, all
coefficients subscripted 1 and 2 are coefficients averaged between 1 and
3 and between 2 and 3. The calculation procedure for the values at 3,is
repeated until the solution at petit 3 converges within the accuracy
desired and the process is carried downstream step by step.

CHARACTERISTICEQUATIONS FOR TIZ?STREAM FILAMENT

In this report the general characteristicsmethod described has been
shplified for application to the tip section of a constant-tip-
diameter supersonic compressor. The numerical analysis takes into
account a variable stream-filamentthiclmess but ignores the effect of
stream-filament curvature in the meridional plane since this effect will
be s~ll at the specified.tip section. In the case of a tip stream
filament the folhdng conditions hold:
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When
(9),

2=2

r = rt = co~t~t

T = T(z)

a=oo

these conditions are applied
the characteristic equations

J
to characteristic equations
for the tip section become:

(7) and

(16)

(17)

and from equations (8) and (10) their corresponding slope equations
become:

rt(Q3~1) = ~+1(Z3-Z1) (q co~tit)

}

(18)
rt(~3*) = ~-2(z3-z2) (~ constant)

If it is noted that the first term in equations (16) and (17) is
the Prandtl-Meyer angle dv, the characteristic equations become the
usual plane-flow characteristic equations (two-dimensionalsolution)
plus a correction term for stream-filament thicbess as seen from the
following equations:

av_ap COtB~ 81.n T
I

q Tf+tanll-cothr”o
(19)

The plane-flow characteristic equations are simply

(21)

(22)

The analysis of the flow at the impeller tip was carried out using
equations (19) and (20) together with the Ames tables (ref. 6).

—— —. — . . . —._ ..-. ——— .. —___
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.
ILmmRATm EXAMPLE

method outlined in the preceding sections for
solving the supersonic flow equations has been afilied at the tip of a
constant-tiy-diametersupersonic impeller to determine the blade-to-
blade flow properties. The blade shape at the tip is shown in figure 3.
An estimted boundary-layer-thickness correction has been added to the
blade profile varying linesrly along the axial blade length from zero at
the leading edge to 10 percent of the pitch distance at the exit. The
actual profile is shown by the dotted LLne in figure 3. The stresm-
filament-thiclmessvariation from inlet to exit is assmed to be the
result of a solution as described h reference 2. This variation at the
tip section is shown in figure 4, where it is noted that the thickuess
is reduced at the exit to 40 percent of the value at the inlet. h the
example, this is the axial-stream-fihment-thickness variation that is
applied at the con@xust tip diameter (thiclmess remains constant tangen-
tially); hence the stream-sheet curvature in the meridional plane was
neglected. The quantities tiown at the leading edge wae inlet angle
13i,-67.4°; inlet-flow deflection angle, 7°; suction-surface direction,

-66.4°; inlet-Mach nwib= Mi, 1.6563; inlet-stream-filamentthickness
~,’O.05; relative velocity W-f,1.3308; pitch distance, 0.2167; and the
axial-chord length, 0.625. Dimensionless qumtities are denoted with an
asterisk.

Special procedures not discussed previously were required in some
phases of the n~ical analysis because of the natwe of the inlet con-
ditions prescribed in the example and because of the leading-edge shock
wave interaction with the characteristic lines. These phases of the
calculations and the determination of the characteristicblade-to-blade
solution will be discussed in the following sections.

Entrance region. - The solution of the flow equations by the method
of characteristicsassumes that”the boundary conditions are known on an
initial curve, in this case an inlet line, along which a series of
points, such as 1 and 2 in figure 2, are selected from which to initiate
the characteristics solution. In establishing this Hue, it is neces-
sary first to investigate the properties in the inlet region of those
characteristic curves which sre known as expansion waves. In accordance
with the coordinate system selected for this example, these curves are
characteristic lines of constant ~ where A_ is ti (B-IL). When the
absolute value of the wave angle, ~-~, is less than 90° so that the
expansion waves from the leading edge are contatied within the blade
passage as shownby the dashed line in figure 5, the 3nlet conditions as
prescribed prevail up to the blade leading edge. For such a case the
characteristic soltiion is stsrtedby selecting a series of grid points
along AD where the flow is known and applying the iteration process
described earlier at points 1 and 2 for the solution at 3. The proce-
dure is possible since, in addition to the initial conditions along the
charact~istic line, the flow direction on the two blade surfaces is
known.
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However, with inlet conditions of the magnitude selected for this
example, it was found that the absolute value of the wave angle, ~-~,
at the leading edge was greater than 90° and the waves fell outside the
blade passages. This type of wave system and the one described previ-
ously are characterizedby the magnitude of the axial component of
velocity. If the axial velocity component is supersonic, the waves will
be contained within the blade passage, and if’the tial component is
mibsonic, the waves fall upstream of the blade passage. For the latter
condition where the flow upstream of each blade is influenced by the
waves issuing-from the neigliboringblade, the usual prescription of
uniform-flow conditions at the entrance to the blade passage cm no
long= be made and it becomes necessary to study the flow conditions in
this region further.

In order to establish un3form-fluw conditions at infinity upstream
of the blade row for steady-state flow, it is necessary that no disturb-
ance exist at infinity. Any wave system that is present in front of
the blades must originate from the blades themselves in such a manner
that the expansion waves produced are cancelledby the formation.of equal
compression waves. Since only one family of waves, ~-constant.-
characteristic family, extends upstream, a simple wave system will sat-
isfy uniform-flow conditions at infinity.

For plane flow, the condition for a simple wave is merely v = v(f),

p = fl(~), which satisfies equation (22) and equation (21) with the solu-
tion
tions
that
tions
anda

v+ equal to a constant. This method cannot be used with equa-
(19) and (20) because V = v((), P = P(E) gives with equation (20)
a @q = 0, which is not satisfied. The characteristic equa-
(19) and (20) become somewhat simpler to study in terms of W sin ~
pmameter

1
g

T=Th w Cos p

When these vsriablea are introduced, equations (19) and (20) become

1 b(wSiII ~)+ a(h T)= o

Wcosptanp

1 a(w sin f3) b(InT)
wcosptan~ M -Tij---=o

(23)

(24)

In this case the condition W sin ~ = Y(E), T = T(g) does not
violate equation (24) but satisfies it identically; however, equa-
tion (23) is not satisfied in general because lficos~tanp isa
ffiction of Y, T, and T, and T is a function of ~ and q. Differ-
entiation of equation (23) with q(Y = Y(~), T = T(g)), gives the result

——. . — .—. . ..— — --.—. .—. ——— . .
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Thus there is the solution Y equal a constant, and hence from equa-
tion (23) ‘I is also a constant.

For the exsmple considered in this report, these conditions were
not used and the actual flow was approximated by setting Y = Y(~),
T = T(E) and integrating equation (19). It is estimated that the maxi-
mum error involved in U-p is less than 0.07° when the approximate
value of the coefficient of d(in T) is used in equation (19). Equa-
tion (20) is satisfied exactly. The result of the inte~tion is that
~-p is some function of thickness T, so that at the line AC (fig. 6)
the quantity V-p is a constant (T is constant) which fulfills the
condition for a s~le wave system upstream of the blades.

An exact and detailed analysis of the flow at the entrance region
ABC was not included in the original scope of this report. The results
of the flow computations to be pesented are principally concerned with
the flow downstream of characteristic AB; however, to determine the
natyre of the waves in the entrance region, rough calculations approxi -
mating the flow were made assuming the coefficients in the characteristic
equations to be proportioned linearly along CB from the value at C
to the value at B (fig. 6). At the blade leading edge, the inlet-flow
Wection was -67.4° and the suction-surface direction -66.4° so that
there is a 1° expansion wave at the leading edge. A schematic sketch

- (fig. 6) shows the indications of the numerical results which are given
in table I. The primed letters on figure 6 indicate points on the blade
surface along corresponding characteristics. These results show that
compressions as well as expansion are propagated upstream from AC even
though ~ansion waves are generated from swface CB because of veloc-
ity changes along the characteristics. (These changes would be absent
in plane flow.) The calculations furth= indicate little change in
velocity and flow angle at the entrance to the blade passage so that
assuming W and ~ constant along AC would have been a suitable
assumption in this case.

If a detailed analysis of the entrance region flow is not required,
the flow properties maybe determinedly a method similar to the one
described in the follcnntngsection for obtaining the first inlet char-
acteristic line AB contained within the passage. The fact has been
utilized that W sin ~ equal to a constant along a ~-constant charac-
teristic gives a simple wave system upstream of the blade row where T

is considered. Since it has been assumed that W sin j3 is constant,
equations {23) and (24) show that T is also a constant.
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Now with W sin f3 and T constant, the ftist expansion wave ~
can be obtained by a simple graphical trial-and-error method. The rel-
ative velocity W* is fixed and a trial value for f3 selected at A.
By the procedure shown in appendix A, line AB is solved piecewise,
that is, from A to D, D to E, and so forth, establishing W* and
~ at each point. The value of ~ determined at B must agree with
the value of the blade direction at B. The calculation is repeated
from A to B until the value selected for p at A gives in the
~aphical solution the same ~ at B as given by the blade direction
at that point. In this manner the inlet characteristic line (expansion
wave) of figure 7 was obtained. The length of the segments AD, DE, and
so forth establishes the size of the subsequent characteristic network
since W* and ~ are determined at these points for beginning the
characteristic solution.

A Mach number of 1.6563 was prescribed at A in this example,
fixing the relative velocityat 1.3308. An inlet angle of about -65°
was desired; after the trial-and-error soltiion, an inlet angle of -67.4°
at the leading edge was found to give the :orrectinlet expansion wave.

.

Characteristic solution blade-to-blade - The flow properties in
the blade passage were determined using the “inite difference form of
ctiacteristic equations (19) and (20) as sh(wn in appendix B. The
resultant characteristic network of approxha”ely 100 ~id points, where
the flow properties were determined, is shown in figure 7.

The iterative procedme described earlier ased upon averaged coef-
ficients in the characteristic equations required from one to four iter-
ations (usually two) to converge the relative velocity within one in the
fourth decimal and the flow angle within one in the first decimal. The
numerical setup used in the solution, together with a sample calcula-
tion, is shown in table IV.

Table II gives a comparison between the ftist and ~st iterations
of the characteristic equations (19) and (20) for four of the grid
points indicated in figure 7.

.

A calculation based u~on continuity was carried out at the inlet
and exit to determine what the magnitude of the relative velocity would
be at the exit if the stream-filament-thicknessreduction had not been
taken into accoumt as in a two-dimensional characteristic solution. It
was found that the velocity W* at the exit would be approxhately
1.71 as compared with about 1.33 (see fig. 10) if the stream-filament-
thicbess effects were included. At each grid ~oint the characteristic
solution, compared with the plane-flow characteristics solution, indi-
cated a reduction in relative velocity and absolute value of the flow
angle when the stream-filament thiclmess was included in the character-
istic equations.

—.-————— .————. .— .
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Shock wave. - The presence of the blade in a supersonic stream
produces a shockwave at the blade leading edge. In this example the
shock wave is caused by the 7° deflection
i.ngfrom the inlet angle of -67.4° to the
-60.4° at the inlet.

Across the shockwave, the variation
no longer can be considered infinitesimal

required of the flow in turn-
pressure surface direction of

in the properties themselves
and continuous as required in

the afilication.of the characteristic equations; consequently-it is
necessary to consider what happens when the shock wave crosses a char- m

gacteristic lhe. Figure 8 illustrates a typical case where a shockwave
from the lead3ng edge intersects a characteristic line. The calculation
of the flow properties for this situation is treated as follows: by
ignortig the existence of the shockwave, an ordinary characteristic
solution is carried out for point 3 (fig. 8). The intersection point
between the shock wave and the ~-characteristicline is then determined,
anda linear interpolation is mde between 2 and 3 for the flow proper-
ties at c. Knowledge of the flow properties ahead of the shock and the
fact that the.shock wave is a 7° impression wave permit the calculation .
of the flow behind the shock at point b from the general shock rela-
tions; the flow can also be determined from reference 7, as was done in
this example. The values at b are used to continue the next charac-
teristic point solution. Point 3 is needed only to interpolate for the
values at c and no longer appears in the characteristic network.

It has been assumed in the calculations that the angle change (7°)
is constant through the shock from the leading edge until it reaches
the suction surface of the preceding blade. For a weak shock the flow
deflection through the shock is independent of waves of the opposite
family, so that a shockwave through a field of varying stream-filament
thichess is abo of constant deflection unless it is intersectedby
waves of the same family. As shown in figure 7, the leading-edge shock
wave (heavy ltie) is not intersected by waves of the same family; there-
fore, the calculations-assuminga constant deflection are computationall.y
consistent. However, if a finer grid had been used, the shock would
have coalesced with waves of the same family and an adjustment of the
flow deflection would have been necessitated. This situation occurred
with the reflection of the shockwave from the suction surface where it
is shown in figme 7 to coalesce with expansion waves from the suction
surface. The reflected shockwave was weakened from a 7° to a 2°
deflection by the expansions from the suction surface.

Streani13nes.- A stream function ~ which satisfies the contin-
uity equation (1) may be defi.nedas follows:

(25)
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(26)

.

.

.

The streamlines shown in figure 9 were deterndned by integrating the
stream function (eqs. (25) and (26)) along a characteristic line extend-
ing across the blade passage. Thus,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a subsonic-axial-velocityco~onent at the inlet to the blade,
the family of waves traveling upstream must be defined by a simple wave
system in order to establish uniform-flow conditions-at.Infinity. b -
this example the ~-constant-characteristicfamily extends upstream, and
a simple wave system in this region where T is a constant is defined
by V-p equal to a constant. Also, if the curvature terms in the char-
acteristic equations are neglected, W sin ~ equal to a constant along a
~-constant characteristic approximates a shple wave system in the
entrance region.

The characteristic solution shows a reduction in the absolute valu?
of the flow angle and relative velocity in the blade passage from the
two-dimensional characteristic soluticm when a stream-filsment-thickness
reduction from blade entrance to exit is considered in the character-
istic equations. This result would be expected in supersonic,flowsince
a flow-area reduction prcduces a decrease in velocity. The flow prop-
erties obtained from the last iteration wing equations (19) and (20)
and the first iteration calculation check well, indicating that one
iteration calculation maybe sufficient. It is estimated that a solu-
tion neglecting stream-filament curvatme terms obtained with equa-
tions (19) and (20), which is facilitated by using the Ames tables
(ref. 6), would require 1/2 hour of experienced computing time to con-
verge a characteristicpoint.

The streamlines determined are presented in figure 9. As would be
expected for supersonic flow, the streamline spacing increases from
pressure to suction surface. On the pressure surface are given the
maximum ~-values divided by v-~um at the inlet; these values are
determined by integrating along ~-constant-characteristiclines. These
values show that continuity in the passage checked within H p=cent.

_.- ———-—..—.— .— —. .——— ~——
: ‘*:,
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Figure 10 shows the velocity distribution obtained on the blade
surfaces. The abrupt decrease in velocity on the suction surface at
z s 0.25 is causedby the impingement of the leading edge shockwave on
the suction surface at thi6 point. The shockwave, noticeably decreased
in strength, is reflected to the pressure surface at z s 0.505 where a
lesser decrease in relative surface velocity occurs. The arithmetical
mean velocity shown by the dashed line is approximately the same at inlet
and exit, an indication that the area normal to the flow is the same at
entrance and exit.

The local static to relative upstream
blade stifaces is shown in figure 11. The
z s 0.25 and z sO.505 is causedby the
pressure shownby the dashed line gives an
pressure distribution that maybe expected
at the impelkr outer wall.

8
m

total pressure ratio on the N
sharp rise in pressure at
shock wave. The average
indication of the type of
from pressure measurements

No sh@ified method of correcting for the stream-filament thick-
ness could be found due to the int=dependence of ~ and W in the
char~cteristic equation9. The thickness correction as it is used here
is applicable to thin sheets, since the thiclmess effect is actually
propagated along characteristic Mnes in the meridional plane. The
result is a translation downstream of the thickness effect from the
-al station wh=e the thickness “actuallyexisted. For thin sheets the
translation is negligible. It maybe desirable to reiterate the solu-
tion with a new stream-filament-thicknessdistribution based upon the
most recent velocity distribution. For the solutions suggested here to
determine T~ other fluid effects such as vorticity and secondary flows
will cause the actual flow to detiate from the hypothetical flow; hence,
any gatiby further refinements in & maybe masked by the other fluid
properties which have been neglected in the solution.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The method of characteristicshas been used to solve
flow equations; this method gives the blade-to-blade flow
along an arbitrary stream surface of revolution where the

the supersonic
properties
meridional

thiclmess associated with the surface of revolution is determinedly an
axisymmetric solution.

The results indicate an appreciable difference between the flow
properties calculated with the two-dimensional characteristic equations,
considering ordinary two-dimensional flow, and those determined with the
characteristicsmethod demonstrated here. For this particular example
the effect of the stream-filamentreduction between the blade-passage
entrance and exit was to reduce the relative velocity and the absolute
value of the flow angle. In the entrance region it is shown that
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expansion waves propagated along characteristicsbecome compression
waves because of the stream-filament-thiclmess variation. This effect
of the stream filament will result in an inlet-angle change upstream
from that determined for two-dimensional flow.

Expressing the characteristic equations in terms of the Prandtl-
Meyer variable u enables the Ames tables to be utilized in the com-
putation procedure. The solution indicates that first iteration cal-
culations gave flow properties of sufficient accuracy. Each grid point
takes approximately 1/2 hour to calculate, depending upon the number of
iterations required.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Clevelamd, Chio, April 17, 1953

——- . .—_ .——. ..—.— . . ———.
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APPENDIX A

INLET CHARACTERISTIC CALCULATION

The following conditions were prescribed at the leading edge point,
5,0 (fig. 7), for the calculation of the inlet characteristic:

%,0 = 1.6563

Wg,o = 1.3308

%,0 = 0.05

~5,0 = -67.4°

where z~,o = o.oo~ r~,o = 1.0, ti P5,0 = 0.2167. The value for 135,0

was found to give the correct 13 at the characteristic-line inter-
section, 0,0, on the suction sm?face after a series of solutions similar
to that shown below. Along this inlet characteristic,

T* = CODs~t = (T*p%* COS ~)5,0 = 0.008568

where p*a J&rid

(w* sin p)5,0 = constant = -1.2286

With T*/T* and (W* sin fl)2 as parameters, a straight-line equa-
tion can be developed from which the inlet characteristic cmve, and
flow properties may be determined. Let

T*/T* = d = p*W* COS ~ (Al)

and upon s~stitution of

A&
p*w* = 0.578688 ~

into equation (Al), it becomes

(
d = 0.578688 (A2)
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If

‘\\ e=W*s~~

the stistitution of equations (A2) and (A3) into

1 = cos$3

results in the following relation:

(“*’’’’~’4** 2
Cr

A

19

(A’)

(A4)

ure

of

Equation (A4) is the equation for a straight line as shown in fig-
12 with an ordinate intercept equal to l/d2 and a negative slope

e2/d2. Another relation between ,
1

* \2
and W*2 can be

A

( )0.578688 ~~

determined from the energy relation. This relation is
.

2

1

( )A& 2
0.578688 ~

( )
l-y

11
=!—

y-l *2
-~w

w*2
(A’)

The nature of equation (A5) is also shown in figure 12. The intersec-
tion of the curve representing equation (A5) with the straight line
gives the value of the relative velocity. Straight lines in agreement
with the inlet boundary conditions are calculated for a s=ies of
selected grid points. Once the velocity.is determined from a plot sim-
ilar to figue ~, “theflow angle canbe calculated from equation (A3).

The final inlet characteristic calculation is shown in table III.
Grid points were selected at appro~tely five equal intervals as
shown in figure 7.

— —.—_— ._____ —___ . .-———
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APPENDIX B

CHARACTERISTIC cAIXULATION IN BLADE PASSAGE

Characteristic Equations (19) and (20)

The variables V and p in characteristic equations (19) and
(20) can be expressed as a two-dimensional
term. Let

V=vo+c

p=po+b

Then equations (19) and (20) may be written

d(vo+@ -

d(Vo+E ) +

where F and G are
tions (19) and (20).

V and ~ plus a correction U-)
:

(Bl)

(B2)

as:

d(f30+5)+ G d(ln T*) =0 (V constant) (B3)

d(po%) - F d(~ 79 = O (~ constant) (B4)

the coefficients of the thiclmess term in equa-
Since for the two-dimensional characteristics

dvo - ~o = o (~ constant)

dvo + ~. = O (~ constant)

eqnations (B3) and (B4) when integrated along the characteristic curve
become:

J 3
C3 -83+ G d(ln d) = O (~ constant) (B5)

1

J

3
e~+b3- F d(ln #) = O (~ constant) (B6)

2

For trapezoidal fitegrationbetween characteristic points 1 and 3 and
points 2 and 3 and for averaged coefficients F and G, the resulting
correction terms are:

F(ln T: - l-nT;) - G(@ - ti @l)

‘3 = 2 (B7)

n
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F(lm T: - In T:) + G(l.nT: - In @l)

63 = 2 (B8)

When the two-dimensional solution calculated in equations (B9) to (BIZ)
is utilized, C3 and 53 at point 4,3 can be calculated as shown in

table IV. This procedure is representative of the type of solution
required for characteristic equations (19) and (20).

Plane-Flow Characteristic Equations (21) and (22)

(U1 - V3) - (91 - 133)= o (q constant)

(Vn - v.) -t(p. - p.) = o (~ constant)

Solving for ~ and 133,

(Pi+ f%) - (v~-vz)
P3 = 2

Calculations at grid point 4,3 are shown in

(B9)

(B1O)

(Bll)

(B12)

table V.

.—___ —— .—— .—. — —.—— -- -———
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TABLE I. - APPRoX134ATEENTRANCE REGION FLOW PROPERTIES

apoint Relativeapoint Relative Relative Relative
flow angle, velocity, flow angle, velocity,

P,
@

9’) W* 1

deg deg

c -66.4 1.347 c! -66.4 1.347

s -67.0 1.337 s, -66.0

R -67.3 1.331 R, -65.4 to

Q -66.9 1.337 Q’ -64.0

A -67.4 1 ● 331 B -63.4 1.374

apoints defined on fig. 6.

TABLE II. - COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTIC SOLUTIONS

AT FOUR GRID POINTS

rid
Oint

2,1

3,1

4,3

9,4

Grid
property

P

w*

P

w*

P

W*

$

w*

Characteristic
equations (19)
and (20),
first iteration

-59.82°

104E4

-60.60°

-1.4009

-46.56°

1.5539

-lIl.660

1.3864

Characteristic
equations (19)
and (20),

nth iteration

-59.72°

1.4150

-60.54°

1.4033

-46.61°

1.5527

-il.65°

1.3869

..—— .——— .—.- ——.— .——z— —_
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CALCULATIONCHARACTERISTIC

o1 I o2 03 04 05 I o6 @

z*, T*, d, Straight
line
points,

1.509 x @ assume
arhitrar-
ily to
find
straight
line

Mid
)Oint

arbitrar-
ily
selected
along
inlet
line, AB

ffgure 4

and @

0.008568

@

0.17575 52.3749 48.8699
I

0.575
.550

4.2747
5.4965

4,0 0.0085 0.04875

3,0

2,0

0.0155 0.04777 0.17936 51.0849 46.9227
I

0.575
.550

4.1043
5.2774

-
0.18269 ?9.962C 45.2276

I
0.525
.550

6.2175
5.0868
6.0286
4.9322

1,0

0,0

0.0270 0.0461d 0.18553 ?9.0516 43.8534

I

0.525
.555

O.IJ381O ?8.2632 42e6633 0.525
.550

5.8650
4.7984

mlm 0 03 Q40 0

rGridpoint

1 w*,
~’

sin $, M, PY

Sti-l 1

02
deg

inter-
section
fig. 12

r &

in-l @ @-@)ref. 6-1.2286

@ deg
deg

r 5,0 I1.330f 1.6563

1.6731

-67.400

-66.492 36.705

E
4,0

3,0

2,0

1,0
0,0

+=

0.5571 1.339E

0.5501 1.3483

0.5432 1.3568

-0.91700 -103.197

-101.951-0.91122

-0.90551

-65.675 1.6901 36.276

35.861 -100.753

-99.527

-98.449

-64.892 1.7070

m--kmc0.5361 1.365~ -0.89955 -64.099

-63.411

1.7251

1.7418

35.428

35.038-0.89418
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!cABmIv.- m!mmmmmc cKumuw’IoNEQIJATIm (19) m (20)

Grid Grid B P
pdnt point

1 8. !J1 cot (D , tan (31

!J
@-@

4,3 4,2 -56.CO 31.7’7-0.67450 0.61930 -0.41.7721.29280
0,3 -45.98 27.04 -.96636 .Sm40 -.49323 -.45596

Grid
point

3

4,3 0.3231.I.-0.93546 0.49988
1.08174

4,3 -0.324+45 0.1368
1.07765

-0.46762

rTtl

2

(9IC3
1

L
@-@‘o’
@+@ Fo,

Q?
Q

L.43534 -0.32579
-.43558 1.07356

@

ln(.g

-3.25010
-3.34698

1 I

Grid

‘O? @)-f@ @x@

‘3>
~-@l J’@, CORRI.W

2 ~ V., PO>
X57.2958, X57.2958,

aeg aeg El El

4.3 l-0.12250]0.03974 ! -1.93 I 0.35 ] 32.661-46.91

!

Grid !33> ~> a

‘o? ; @ @“ ; ~’: $’ &

b b ‘ef” 6
(leg deg

@ r=f. 6> (ZJ, @,

deg aeg aeg

4,3 30.73 -46.56 2.1615 0.7185 1.5539 27.02 -19.34 -73.58

25
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TABLE V. - PLANE-FLGW CHARAC!CERISTIC

(21) AND (22)

o2 04101
Grid
point

3 J-
Grid
points

1 ‘1

$3,

c@~ +@2

-0. +02 ]

+2

-46.91

2 V2 f32

4,3 4,2

0,3

23.57

31.73

-56.00

-45.98

05

0“’3 alla.

ref. 6

06 09 00017 08
Grid
poin

3

a/aa,

o3 and

ref. 6

A+3‘ A-39

@-@J

deg

-73.47

deg

=t=
4,3 2.236 0.7071 -20.35
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Figure 1. -
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General stream filament of revolution.

Figure 2. - Blade section and characteristic
calculatbg points on mean surface of
revolution.
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